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Thalys1 uses cookies for several reasons: to facilitate browsing, to collect statistics about the use of our 
website and to provide you with a personalised experience and personalised advertising through the 
exchange of information with our partners. This Policy will help you better understand how cookies work, 
why they are used, how long they are stored for and how to manage, reject and remove them.  

 

1. What is a cookie?  

A cookie is a small text file that most websites you visit save on your computer or mobile device.  Websites 
use cookies to record information about your browsing to simplify and optimise your browsing 
experience.  Websites store your actions and preferences (user name, language and other display settings) 
for a set period of time so that you don't have to re-enter the information every time you visit the website 
or navigate from one page to another.  Cookies can also be used to adapt website content to your needs 
and interests. Finally, cookies let the website display advertising customised to your particular interests. 

 

2. What cookies do we install on our websites and why?   

Thalys uses different types of cookies on its websites, in compliance with the applicable laws:    

1. Required cookies 
These cookies are necessary for the proper functioning of the website and cannot be disabled on 
our systems. For example, they let you register your privacy preferences with us, view videos and 
fill out forms easily on our website. 

2. Performance and statistics cookies 
These cookies collect anonymous, aggregated data about the number of visits, traffic sources and 
how users use our website. In particular, they help us assess the usefulness of our content and 
optimise the navigation of our pages to ensure the best possible browsing experience for you.  

3. Personalisation cookies 
These cookies enable us to provide you with a personalised experience on our website. For 
example, we can use these cookies to send you satisfaction surveys, individualised content and 
personalised messages based on your user profile.  

4. Advertising cookies 
These cookies and other tracking systems may be activated on our website by our advertising 
partners and by social networks. They collect anonymised information about your browsing habits 
so that the advertising you see is both relevant and customised to your areas of interest. 

The detailed list below presents the various cookies we use on our website and an explanation of what 
they do.  

 
1 This Cookies Policy presents the policy adopted and followed by THI Factory (as defined below), that referred to as ”Thalys” 
throughout this document. For the purposes of this document, “THI Factory” refers to the limited liability company 
incorporated under Belgian law whose head office is at 4 Place Marcel Broodthaers, 1060 Brussels (VAT registration BE 
0541.696.005, in the Brussels trade register) and which, based on a rail operator licence, a safety certificate and various 
partnerships, operates and distributes, directly or indirectly, international and national high-speed passenger transport services 
in Belgium, France, Germany and the Netherlands as well as ancillary, complementary or additional services.  
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3. How long are cookies stored for?   
 

Session cookies are stored temporarily in your browser or app. They are deleted automatically when you 
close your browser or app (they are “session cookies”). 
 
The permanent cookies remain on your computer or mobile device, even after you have closed your 
browser or app. They let us recognise you when you revisit our website, and remain on your device until 
they expire or until you delete them manually.  
 
You can find more information about the maximum retention period for each cookie in the table below. 

4. How to manage cookies and prevent their installation on your computer or 

mobile device 

You can manage your cookies using the Commanders Act settings manager installed on our websites. This 
tool lets you block some types of cookies: performance and statistics cookies, personalisation cookies and 
advertising cookies. To open the settings manager, click on "Cookie Settings" at the bottom of each page 
of the site. 

Required cookies remain active since they are essential to the correct functioning of the website. You can, 
however, still block these cookies via your browser; but if you do this, some parts of the website may no 
longer work as they should. 

When you choose to manage cookies, the default setting is performance and statistics cookies, 
personalisation cookies and advertising cookies are disabled. In fact, before we can enable them, we first 
need you to obtain agreement from you.   

When you interact with social networks plug-in including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google + (activation 
of "Like" or "Share" buttons), the information related to your navigation and to the operations performed 
on Thalys sites will be sent to the company using the social network concerned. 

In addition, if you do not want a social network to which you are a member to link the information 
collected when browsing, you must disconnect from the social network and use the “incognito” mode on 
your browser before visiting our sites. 

In any case, the exploitation of these plug-ins or the data captured during the browsing with activated 
social network is exclusively governed by the general conditions of the social networks concerned. This is 
why we invite you to consult the personal data protection policies of these social networks to find out 
exactly what information is collected and how it is used.    
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5. List of cookies and other tracking systems present on the website: 

Origin Category Name Function Retention 

Thalys Required JSESSIONID 
https://cookiepedia.co.uk/

cookies/JSESSIONID 

Session 

Thalys Required cversion 
localStorage - Relates to 

the functioning of the 
“encryption” of the LS 

Cleaning of the  
localstorage 

Thalys Required BIGipServerPool Distributes traffic Session 

Thalys Required TS# Security of the website Session 

Thalys Required F5_cspm Security of the website Session 

Thalys Required _GRECAPTCHA 
Distinguishes between 

humans and robots 
browsing the website 

183 days 

Thalys Required geolocRefused 
sessionStorage - Relates to 
the operation of the geoloc 

for prebooking 
Session 

Thalys Required thalys_language_v2 
User’s language preference 

(to avoid the geoloc, etc. 
checks at each request) 

10 years 

Thalys Required PREBOOKING 
Saves the user’s choices 

when returning to a 
website from a booking 

Session 

Thalys Required thalys_token User session cookie 1 month 

Thalys Required top-banner-list 
Saves the user’s choice 
when closing the Top 

Banner 
7 days 

CommandersAct Required TC_PRIVACY 
Cookie consent 
management 

13 months 

CommandersAct Required TC_PRIVACY_CENTER 
Cookie consent 
management 

13 months 

CommandersAct Required TCPID 
Cookie consent 
management 

13 months 

CommandersAct Required FDLBPHOENIXEVENTS 
technical cookie related to 

first party tracking 
Session 

Google Required Rc ::a 
Distinguishes between 

humans and robots 
browsing the website 

13 months 

Google Required Rc ::c 
Distinguishes between 

humans and robots 
browsing the website 

Session 

Time Out Required cashback 
Allow cashback 

transactions 
Session 

Time Out Required To_consent 
Cookie consent 
management 

13 months 

CommandersAct Performance and statistics Tc-cj-v2 

Used for storing user 
customer journeys for tag 

deduplication (storing 
channels and sources). 

13 months 

https://cookiepedia.co.uk/cookies/JSESSIONID
https://cookiepedia.co.uk/cookies/JSESSIONID
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Usabilla Performance and statistics usabilla_campaign 
Technical breakdown of 

the surveys 
13 months 

ContentSquare Performance and statistics _cs_c 

Determines if the visitor 
selected “accept” in the 
cookie consent box. This 
ensures that the cookie 

consent box will not 
reappear when the visitor 

uses the website again. 

13 months 

ContentSquare Performance and statistics _cs_id  13 months 

ContentSquare Performance and statistics _cs_s  13 months 

ContentSquare Performance and statistics events  13 months 

ContentSquare Performance and statistics pageview  13 months 

ContentSquare Performance and statistics _cs_ga_mk 
Google Analytics 

integration 
13 months 

Google Analytics Performance and statistics _ga  13 months 

Google Analytics Performance and statistics _gat_newTracker  13 months 

Google Analytics Performance and statistics _gid  13 months 

Google Analytics Performance and statistics collect  13 months 

Google Analytics Performance and statistics _gaexp 
Used to determine a user's 
inclusion in an experience 

90 days 

Destygo Personalisation 
destygo_chat_Ph2wVdYK2

YYnVHdpQPRJRVgk 
 13 months 

Destygo Personalisation 
destygo_chat_rhPsNGZL2c

AXyTFmSN9UXzvN 
 13 months 

Destygo Personalisation 
destygo_chat_UMmAKYbfd

uRq4DCdf8k6Uiev 
 13 months 

ContentSquare Advertising _cs_# 
https://www.aca-
it.be/en/cookie-

declaration/ 
13 months 

Google Adwords Advertising ads/ga-audiences  13 months 

Google AdSense Advertising _gcl_au Google AdSense 13 months 

DoubleClick Advertising IDE  13 months 

DoubleClick Advertising test_cookie  13 months 

Quantcast Advertising _qca  13 months 

Facebook Advertising _fbp  13 months 

Microsoft Bings Advertising uetsid 
Tracking activity across 

different websites 
30 minutes 

Microsoft Bings Advertising uetvid 
Tracking activity across 

different websites 
13 months 

Time Out Advertising utm_source TimeOne tag deduplication 13 months 

Atlas Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

Public Idées Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

Lucky Cycle Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

https://www.aca-it.be/en/cookie-declaration/
https://www.aca-it.be/en/cookie-declaration/
https://www.aca-it.be/en/cookie-declaration/
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Bing Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

Mediamath Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

Sizmek Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

Adara Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

Drawbridge Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

TC DC Advertising N/A 
Tracking system that does 

not set cookies 
 

     

 


